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Software development
and programming
Given the right tools and techniques,
anyone can be taught how to create welldesigned programs. However, software
development and programming are said to
be more of an art than a science. When
developing software, the programmer
needs to understand the problem and then
design a solution to meet the needs. This
process requires creativity and problemsolving skills. The code is written and
tested only after the solution has been
designed.
This chapter covers the fundamental
programming concepts required to
develop software products. Initially, you
will work with existing software code to
identify and understand the basic concepts
of structured programming, including
data types and control structures. You will
then develop algorithm descriptions and
gain skills in modifying and writing
software code.
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Additional content on the CD-ROM:
8.11 Random and sequential files
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A student:

5.2.1 describes and applies
problem-solving
processes when creating
solutions

5.2.2 designs, produces and
evaluates appropriate
solutions to a range of
challenging problems

5.2.3 critically analyses
decision-making
processes in a range of
information and software
solutions.

algorithm
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array
assignment statement
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Boolean
boundary values
character
constant
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data dictionary
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data structures
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desk checking
direct access file
division-by-zero error
documentation
file

flag
flow chart
FOR–NEXT loop
function
graphical user
interface (GUI)
guarded loop
index
input, processes and
output (IPO) table
integer
internal
documentation
intrinsic
documentation
iteration
logical operator
logic error
modular design

multiway selection
overflow error
peer checking
post-test loop
pre-test loop
procedure
programming
language
prototype
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pseudocode
random access file
real
record
relational operator
REPEAT–UNTIL loop
repetition
run-time error
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sentinel value
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software
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structured walkthrough
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syntax
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test data
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top-down design
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8.1 Introduction to programming
What is software?
Software is a term used to describe programs that
run on computer systems. A program is a set of
instructions that a computer carries out to perform
a task. Types of software include:
• operating systems such as Windows XP, LINUX,
Mac OS
• utility programs such as virus-detection software
• application software such as word-processing and
spreadsheet packages
• custom programs which are software created for
particular problems or needs.
In this course, you could develop custom
programs during your work in other options.
For example, you could write software to:
• create spreadsheet simulations in chapter 1,
Artificial intelligence, simulation and
modelling
• create macros in chapter 3, Database design
• create applets for websites in chapter 5,
The Internet and website development
• batch files for a network in chapter 6,
Networking systems
• control robots in chapter 7, Robotics and
automated systems.

What is software development and
programming?
Software development and programming is the
process of designing and developing a software
solution for an identified problem. When designing
a software solution, it is important to remember
that you first need to understand the problem fully
and develop a solution before you start coding. It is
also vital to undertake testing throughout the
development process (see 8.8 Testing, error detection
and correction). There are many tools and
documents that can help you to understand the
problem and develop a solution, including:
• IPO tables (see example 8.2.1 on page 196)
• data dictionaries (see 8.3 Data types and data
operators)
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• algorithms (see 8.5 Algorithms)
• screen designs (see 8.4 Graphical user interface
layout).
Structured programming is based on the
development of programs that use:
• variables (see 8.2 Basic programming concepts) to
hold data
• sequence, selection and repetition control
structures (see 8.6 Control structures).
Structured programming also incorporates the
use of top-down and modular design:
• Top-down design starts with a general design of
the solution and then breaks the solution down
into gradually more detailed actions called
modules.
• Modular design starts by grouping tasks relating
to a particular action into a module. These
modules are called functions (see 8.2 Basic
programming concepts), procedures or
subprograms (see 8.7 Subprograms and data
structures). Typically, each module is designed to
complete one process, action or activity.

Programming languages
The main function of a programming language is
to provide instructions to the computer system to
perform an activity. Programmers code (translate)
the solutions or tasks into a language that the
computer can understand. When programmers
write program code, they must keep in mind that a
computer will do only what it is specifically
instructed to do.
There are many different programming languages
available, each with its own rules or syntax.
Programming languages are continually evolving to
suit new needs and problems. Some groups of
languages include:
• procedural languages such as Pascal, QBasic, C
and COBOL
• object-oriented languages such as Java and C++
• event-driven languages such as VisualBasic 6
• query languages, such as SQL, that often perform
database queries.

In this chapter, we focus on
the basic programming
concepts which can be
applied to a variety of
different programming
languages. To use any
specific programming
language fully, you will need
more information than can be
supplied in this chapter.

• define and describe
the function of
programming
language?

Sample of Java software and output

Remember
1. Describe the function of
a programming language.
2. List five different
programming languages.

Think
3. Outline why different
programming languages
are used for different
problems (provide
examples in your
answer).

Investigate

Sample of VisualBasic.net software code and output

Deciding which programming language to use for
a particular problem involves weighing up a number
of factors such as:
• the suitability of the language to the type of
problem
• the skills and knowledge that the programmers
already have
• other programs that must interface with the new
program.

4. Select three different
programming languages
and research to find out
the situations and
problems they are
typically used for.
5. Investigate the
prototyping and end-user
development methods of
programming.
6. Research the historical
development of
programming languages
and produce a timeline of
the major developments.
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8.2 Basic programming concepts
Example 8.2.1 — Guessing game below is the program
code for a guessing game, written in QBasic. It will be
used to help explain programming concepts
throughout this chapter.

Before you start, have you completed the
following unit?
8.1 Introduction to programming

Example 8.2.1 — Guessing game
REM This program is a guessing game
REM A number between 1 and 10 must be guessed

Comments in the code
explaining the program

REM The program continues until the correct guess is entered
REM When guessed the total number of guesses is displayed
REM Hints about being too high, too low are given after each guess
RANDOMIZE TIMER
DIM computer, number, guess AS INTEGER
DIM firstname AS STRING

Variables set up to hold
particular types of data

CONST maxguess = 10

Setting constant ‘maxguess’ to a value of 10

LET number = 0
LET guess = 0

Variables initialised to 0

LET computer = INT(RND * maxguess) + 1

Functions

CLS

Clear screen

This line generates a random number
between 1 and 10 and stores it in the
variable ‘computer’.

PRINT ‘Welcome to the guessing game’
INPUT ‘Please enter your first name’; firstname
WHILE guess <> computer
PRINT ‘Please enter a guess between 1to ’; maxguess
INPUT guess
number = number + 1

Loop stops when player’s guess is the same
as the computer’s.

Player’s guess stored in variable ‘guess’
‘1’ is added to value in variable ‘number’

IF guess = computer THEN
PRINT ‘Well done ’; firstname; ‘ the number of guesses was’; number
ELSE
IF guess < computer THEN
PRINT ‘Guess too low’
ELSE
PRINT ‘Guess too high’
END IF
END IF
WEND
END

An example of output from this program is shown at right.
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Determines the message to give to the player

go to technology/on-the-cdrom/chap08/8-2

• Example 8.2.1 — Guessing
game
• JavaScript version of
example 8.2.1 — Guessing
game (open it in a browser
to run the program)

INPUT

PROCESSES

Inputs are the data that
the program needs.

These are the precise
processing operations
needed to produce
the output from the
input data.

When analysing the
inputs for a problem,
ask questions like:
• What type of input is
needed to produce
the output?
• Where do the data
come from?
• What is the nature
and quantity of the
input data?

Input, processes and
output
Software programs usually require
data to be input into the program.
Input data can be entered via the
keyboard, a mouse click or from a
stored file or database. Data are
then processed to produce the
output of the program, as shown in
the diagram above.
When developing software, the
inputs, processes and outputs for
the problem can be analysed and
summarised in an input,
processes and output (IPO)
table which shows the
relationship between the
required inputs, processes and
outputs of the program. The
following IPO table shows the
inputs, processes and outputs for
example 8.2.1 — Guessing game.

To work out the
processes required
for a problem, ask
questions like:
• What formulas are
needed? (e.g. for
calculations)
• What are the rules,
decisions or logic of
the problem?
• What steps are
required to achieve
the outputs?

OUTPUT
Output is what the
program produces on
the screen or sends
to a printer or a file.
When analysing the
outputs of a problem,
ask questions like:
• What output is
required?
• What format is
needed?
• How will it be
presented?

Data are input into software programs and then processed to produce outputs.

Variables
A variable is a name given to a
data storage location. Data used
by a program while it is running
need to be held (stored) in the
computer’s memory. Variables
are used to hold the data
temporarily while the program is
being executed.
Naming a variable is like
labelling a box to hold an item of
data. As the name implies, the
data that a variable holds can
vary throughout the program.
It can be set up (declared) to
store different types of data:

• simple data such as numbers
and characters (see 8.3 Data
types and data operators)
• structured data such as records
and arrays (see 8.7 Subprograms
and data structures).
Variable names can be up to
about 40 characters long,
depending on the program
language. They should start with
a character and must not be a
reserved word (which is a name
already used by the language).
The name should be meaningful
to the context in the algorithm,
although it need not be a
legitimate English word.

IPO table for example 8.2.1
INPUT

PROCESS

OUTPUT

Generate random number between 1 and 10.
Tally number of guesses.
Guess

Check random number against guess:
• guess is equal to random number

Number of
guesses taken

• guess is greater than guess number

Too high

• guess is less than random number.

Too low

Repeat process until guess equal to random
number.

A variable is like a labelled box.
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For example, if a program needs to hold a person’s
age, it would be more meaningful to call the
variable ‘age’, or ‘personage’ rather than ‘a’. The four
variables in example 8.2.1 — Guessing game are
shown below.
Variables in example 8.2.1
— Guessing game
• ‘computer’, ‘number’ and
‘guess’ are all set up to
hold integer numbers.
• ‘firstname’ is set up to hold
text (string).

Assignment statements
Assignment statements enable data to be stored in
a variable, and this allows the value in the variable
to be changed. In most programming languages, the
assignment statement is an ‘=’ sign.
In example 8.2.1 — Guessing game, there are a
number of examples of assignment statements,
including those below.

Examples of assignment
statements in example
8.2.1 — Guessing game
• CONST maxguess = 10
• number = number + 1

Local and global variables
Variables can be set up to be either local or global.
Local variables are available only in the part of the
program that they are declared in, whereas the data
in global variables are accessible to all parts of the
program. You can see an example of global variables
in example 8.7.1 — Subprograms on page 220.

Constants
A constant stores the same value throughout the
program. For example, instead of using the value
3.14 whenever you need the value of pi, you can set
up a constant called ‘pi’ to hold this value. Constants
would also be useful for interest rates (for example,
to hold a value of 6.75%) or the GST rate of 10%.
Some advantages of using a constant such as
‘GST’ instead of using the value of 10% throughout
a program are:
• if the constant value ‘GST’ changes, it has to be
changed only once at the point where the
constant is set
• the constant provides documentation within the
code to make it easier to understand what 10%
relates to.
There is one constant in example 8.2.1 —
Guessing game as shown below.
Constant in example 8.2.1
— Guessing game
‘maxguess’ is used to hold
the maximum number that the
guess can be and is set to the
value 10.
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The first computer program was written by
Lady Augusta Ada Byron in 1843 for a
computer that was never built. The computer,
or ‘Analytical Engine’ as it was called, was
designed by Charles Babbage, a
mathematician and builder of mechanical
calculating machines. His design proved
impossible to build using the technology of the
nineteenth century.
In her notes describing Babbage’s analytical
engine, she realised the importance of storing
the data and the program separately. She
described how a set of general instructions
could be created and stored as a program for
the engine to follow. This program would be
able to use different variable values to solve
any particular problem. She wrote several
programs for the engine showing how this
principle would work. In other words, she
described the concept of a general purpose
programmable machine — a modern computer
— and demonstrated how it could be
programmed.
In 1979 Lady Augusta Ada Byron was
recognised for her work when a new
programming language, Ada, was named after
her. In 1991 the Science Museum in London
built part of Babbage’s Analytical Engine using
his original designs but with modern
technology. The portion that was built worked
correctly.

Functions
Functions are types of
subprograms. They do a
particular task or action and
return a value. To use a function,
the function name is inserted
into the code along with any
required data in brackets. The
two functions in example 8.2.1
— Guessing game are shown
below.

Remember
1. Describe what variables are used for in a program.
2. Compare and contrast variables and constants.
3. Define the term ‘function’.
4. Explain the use of an IPO table.

Think
5. Outline the advantages of using constants in a program.
6. Modify the program code in example 8.2.1 — Guessing game to make
a guess range of 1 to 100 rather than 1 to 10.

Functions in example 8.2.1
— Guessing game
The functions INT and RND
are used in the code line:
LET computer = INT(RND * 10) + 1
where
INT is a function that returns
the integer (whole) number
part of the value passed to
the function. For example:

7. If the program code in example 8.2.1 — Guessing game had not
used the constant ‘maxguess’, determine how many places in the
code would have needed altering to change the maximum guess
to 100.
8. (a) In example 8.2.1 — Guessing game, describe what is produced by
the code line:
LET computer = INT(RND * maxguess) + 1.
(b) Describe how the code line works.
9. Example 8.2.2 — Area of a circle below is the program code that finds
the area of a circle. Use it to answer the questions that follow it.

INT(3.2) would return 3
INT(6.9) would return 6.
RND is a function that returns
a random value between 0
and 1. It requires no value to
be passed to the function.

Example 8.2.2 — Area of a circle
REM This program calculates and displays the area and circumference of a circle
REM The radius is entered
REM It uses the formulas area = pi * radius ^ 2, circumference = 2 * pi * radius
DIM radius, area, circumference, pi AS REAL
CONST pi = 3.14
LET area, circumference = 0
CLS
PRINT ‘Welcome to the circle calculator’
INPUT ‘Please enter the radius of the circle’; radius
area = pi * radius ^ 2
circumference = 2 * pi * radius
PRINT ‘The area is ’; area; ‘ and circumference is ’; circumference

can you?

• examine the code of
an existing software
program to describe
the input, processes
and output?
• examine an existing
program and identify
functions, assignment
statements, variables
and constants?

(a) Draw an IPO table for the program code.
(b) Identify any of the following in the code.
(i) variables
(ii) constants
(iii) assignment statements
(iv) functions

Software development and programming
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8.3 Data types and data operators
Before you start, have you completed the
following unit?
8.2 Basic programming concepts

Data types
Variables can be set up to store different types of
data, either simple data types such as numbers
and text, or structured data types such as arrays
and records (see 8.7 Subprograms and data
structures).

There are a number of simple data types, each of
which requires a different amount of computer
memory as shown in the table below. Variables set
up to hold simple data types can hold only one
piece of data at one time. For example, the variable
‘guess’ in example 8.2.1 — Guessing game is
defined to hold an integer number. That is, it can
hold only one integer number at a time, such as ‘7’.
It cannot hold the word ‘seven’ or a number that is
not an integer, such as ‘7.5’.
Data dictionaries are often used to describe the
variables, and their data types, which are used in a
particular program. The table at the bottom of the
page is a data dictionary describing the variables
being used in example 8.2.1 — Guessing game.

Simple data types and their memory requirements
DATA TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Character

A character can represent any single alphanumeric
(a–z, 0–9) value or one of several special characters.

TYPICAL MEMORY
REQUIREMENTS

EXAMPLE DATA

8 bits

Y
w
9

String

Integer

A string represents a set of characters. The number of
characters in the string can be set; e.g. the string
length for a surname could be set to a maximum
length of 20 characters.

8 bits times the length
of the string

An integer represents only whole numbers, both
positive and negative.

16 or 32 bits

Joshua
ID4322f
122-23bc
3
−55
2000

Real

Boolean

A real, also called a floating point, represents any
positive or negative number, including both integer
and decimal numbers.

32 or 64 bits

A Boolean, also called a logical, holds one of two
possible values, ‘0’ or ‘1’, to represent true or false.

1 bit

8
3.44443
−33332.44
0
1

Data dictionary of variables in example 8.2.1
VARIABLE
NAME

DATA TYPE

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

‘computer’

Integer

2 bytes

Computer-generated random number

‘number’

Integer

2 bytes

Tallies number of guesses

‘guess’

Integer

2 bytes

User’s guess

‘maxguess’

Integer

2 bytes

Constant value of 10, used to specify the highest possible guess

‘firstname’

String

20 bytes

Name of the player of the game
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Data operators
Data operators allow
calculations, logic and rules to be
programmed. The three main
operator types are:
• arithmetic
• relational
• logical.
Arithmetic operators
Arithmetic operators allow
mathematical calculations. The
most common calculations are
shown in the following table
along with the symbols used in
most popular programming
languages.

Arithmetic operators in example 8.2.1 — Guessing game
Example 1
LET computer = INT(RND * maxguess) + 1

This line of code generates a random number between 0 and 10. The
variable ‘maxguess’ has a value of 10 and the function RND returns a
value between 0 and 1. For example, if RND returned 0.703 323 4, the
line would be calculated as:
LET computer = INT(0.7033234 * 10) + 1
LET computer = INT(7.033234) + 1
LET computer = 7 + 1
LET computer = 8.

Example 2
CALCULATION

SYMBOL

Addition

+

Subtraction

–

Multiplication

*

Division

/

Brackets

()

Power

^

Arithmetic operators are
similar to those used in
mathematics and most follow the
same conventions for their use.
Calculations are processed left to
right, with multiplication and
division done before addition and
subtraction.
For example:
total = 8 × 3 + 4 – 6 / 2
= 24 + 4 – 3
(multiplication and
division done first)
= 25.
In example 8.2.1 — Guessing
game, arithmetic operators are
used in two of the code lines.
They are shown above at right.

number = number + 1

This line of code adds one to the value already held in the variable
‘number’. For example, if ‘number’ already holds the value ‘3’, the line
would be calculated as:
number = 3 + 1
number = 4.

Relational operators
Relational operators enable a comparison of two values or variables to
create a Boolean expression. The Boolean expression returns a Boolean
value, either ‘true’ or ‘false’. The table below shows the syntax of the
relational operators in some common programming languages.
Relational operators in common programming languages
RELATIONAL
OPERATOR

VISUAL
BASIC

JAVA

PASCAL

C

=

==

=

==

<>

!=

<>

/=

Greater than

>

>

>

>

Less than

<

<

<

<

Greater than
or equal

>=

>=

>=

>=

Less than or
equal

<=

<=

<=

<=

Equal
Not equal
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In example 8.2.1 — Guessing game, relational
operators are used in three code lines as shown
below.

value <> 10 OR end = ‘T’
using sample data are shown in the table below.
EXAMPLE VALUES
OF VARIABLES

Relational operators in example 8.2.1 —
Guessing game
IF guess = computer THEN
IF guess < computer THEN
LOOP UNTIL guess = computer

INTERPRETATION

‘value’

‘end’

LOGIC

This expression
would be true if
‘value’ is not equal
to 10 or ‘end’ is
equal to ‘T’.

9

T

True

9

F

True

10

T

True

10

F

False

Each of these examples compares the data
being held by the variables ‘guess’ and
‘computer’.
For example, if guess = 7 and computer = 7:
• guess = computer would be true
• guess < computer would be false.

Logical operators
The logical operators are AND, OR and NOT.
They allow two or more Boolean expressions to be
combined to create logical expressions.
AND
In an expression containing the logical operator
AND, both parts of the expression must be true for
the whole expression to be true. For example, the
results of the expression
age >= 18 AND gender = ‘male’
using sample data are shown in the table below.

NOT
In an expression containing the logical operator
NOT, the opposite value of a Boolean variable is
returned. For example, the results of the expression
NOT (finished)
using sample data are shown in the table below.

INTERPRETATION
‘finished’ is a Boolean variable.
NOT returns the opposite
Boolean value of ‘finished’.

True

False

False

True

The syntax of logical operators in some common
languages is shown in the table below.

LOGICAL
OPERATOR

INTERPRETATION

‘gender’

‘age’

LOGIC

This expression
would be true for a
male aged 18 or
over.

Male

19

True

AND

Male

18

True

OR

Male

17

False

NOT

Female

19

False

See example 8.8.9 — Flags on page 230 for an
instance of AND used in a program.
OR
In an expression containing the logical operator OR,
at least one part of the expression must be true for
the whole expression to be true. For example, the
results of the expression
Information and Software Technology

LOGIC

Logical operators in common programming
languages

EXAMPLE VALUES
OF VARIABLES
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EXAMPLE
VALUES OF
‘finished’

VISUAL
BASIC

JAVA

PASCAL

C

AND

&&

AND

&&

OR

||

OR

||

NOT

!

NOT

!

• identify data types in existing code and
explain their purpose?
• compare the use of data types?
• distinguish between various operators
within existing code?

Remember
1. Name five data types.
2. Outline the difference between real and integer
numbers.

8. Complete the following tables, determining the
results of the expressions for the sample data
provided.
(a) index <= 10 AND finish = ‘Yes’

3. Describe what a data dictionary is used for.

VALUE OF ‘index’

VALUE OF ‘finish’

4. Explain what data operators are used for in
programming.

9

Yes

9

No

5. List the three types of data operators.

10

Yes

6. List all the relational operators.

10

No

LOGIC

Think
7. Complete the table below. For each data
description:

(b) total = 100 OR NOT (found)
VALUE OF ‘index’

VALUE OF ‘finish’

(a) create an appropriate variable name

100

False

(b) select the data type best suited to holding
the data

100

True

99

False

99

True

(c) justify your choice of data type.
There may be more than one correct answer.

LOGIC

Investigate
9. Find out whether there are other simple data
types available in some programming languages.
10. Investigate whether data dictionaries used in
programming are the same as data dictionaries
used in databases.

Examples of data held by variables
DESCRIPTION
A counter variable

EXAMPLE DATA

VARIABLE
NAME

DATA TYPE

1, 2, 3

‘count‘

Integer

Number of students at a
school

435

Student gender

M, F

Name of car model
Whether membership fees
have been paid for 2005
Cost of bread

REASON FOR
DATA TYPE
Only holding whole
numbers

200ZX
Y, N
$3.20

Population of the world

5 000 000 000

Number of wet days in a
month

12

Average rainfall for a month

70.8

Postcode

2121

Person’s name

Emily
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8.4 Graphical user interface layout
Before you start, have you completed the
following units?
13.4 Interface design
13.5 Graphical user interface

The user interface is a fundamental component of
any software because it determines how the user
interacts with the software. Even the most welldeveloped software will be ineffective without
suitably designed user interfaces.
Every software program has unique requirements
for the user interface. The interface depends on the
functions (what needs to be done) and the features
(how it will look and work) in the software. For
example, the requirements for a game’s interface are
very different from those required of an interface for
medical software used in a hospital operating
theatre.

A graphical user interface
(GUI), an interface designed for a
graphical environment such as
Windows and Macintosh, uses
windows, icons, menus and
pointers (WIMP). This means that
the interface should enable the use
of both the mouse and the
keyboard.
There is a range of tools and
objects that can be used when
constructing a GUI. Screen 1 shows
some of the tools and objects
available in Microsoft VisualBasic
6®. Screen 2 is an example of a
simple screen design that shows
some of the tools and objects that
can be used to construct a GUI.
Screen 1 — The VisualBasic 6 toolbox toolbar

Combo box

List box

Picture

Menu

Labels

Option
(radio)
buttons

Check
boxes

Border
Default
colour
Examples of two very different user interfaces. Each has
been designed to meet the users’ unique requirements.
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Text box
Command buttons

Screen 2 — Screen design for car-ordering software showing some
of the interface tools and objects

Graphics tools
Graphics tools are elements that help to make the interface look good.
They can also make the interface easier to understand and use. Some of
the graphics tools available for a GUI are shown below.
Graphics tools for a GUI
GRAPHICS
TOOL

Designing a GUI
The following steps can be
used as a guide for designing a
GUI.
1. Know and understand the
inputs and outputs required
for the interface.

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLE FROM SCREEN 2

Picture

Graphic images and pictures
can be added to the
interface.

Photo of the car selected

Border
(frame)

Borders are lines that
surround a section of the
interface.

Borders placed around groups
of data: for example, around
the car Options

3. Choose the interface tools
and objects to be used on
that screen.

Colour

The background and the text
on the interface can have
different colours.

The interface has default
background and text colours.

Label

A label is text used as a
heading or to provide
information.

Each data entry has a label: for
example, Model and Colour.

4. Construct the screen layout
using GUI screen-design
features and elements (see
13.4 Interface design).

2. Determine how the data will
be grouped and ordered on
a screen.

5. Collect feedback from users
about the design.

Objects
In a GUI, an object is an element that is activated by the user. This can
be done by entering information into a text box, making a selection
from a list of options or clicking on a command button such as OK.
Some common objects are shown below.
Common objects
OBJECT

DESCRIPTION

EXAMPLE FROM SCREEN 2

Check box

A check box allows an option
to be selected or deselected.
In a group of check boxes,
more than one option can be
selected at the same time.

The car can have several
Options, such as Roof racks
and Cruise control.

Option
(radio)
button

Option buttons allow a single
choice to be made from the
list.

The car Type can be one of
only Sedan, Wagon or Hatch.

Combo box

A combo box lists options for
selection or allows data to be
entered.

The car Colour can be one of
the colours listed, or a new
colour can be entered.

List box

A list box shows the only
options that can be selected.

The car Build year can be
selected from only the years
listed.

Command
button

A command button causes
an action to occur when it is
clicked.

The OK and Cancel buttons

Text box

A text box allows data to be
entered.

The UV rating of the Window
tint, e.g. 30%

Menu

A menu provides a list of
options for selection.

File and Help are menus which
provide options for selection.

In a GUI, the mouse and the
keyboard are objects that can
communicate with other objects
on the screen. Click an icon,
move the mouse across the
screen, press a key — each of
these actions sends a message.
The mouse, for example, sends
messages continually to
indicate its screen position and
the state of its buttons. Screen
objects (command and radio
buttons, check boxes etc.) can
detect these messages if the
mouse is directly over them.
Detection of a message, via a
mouse movement, mouse click
or key press, causes what is
referred to as an ‘event’; these
events are different for each
object. An object can react to a
mouse movement or click if the
programmer has written code
for that event. A command
button, for example, can be
made to change its appearance
when the mouse moves over it.
The instructions for changing its
appearance are part of the
button’s ‘mouse move’ event.
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Designing a GUI
A bed and breakfast
business needed software
to help them manage
accommodation bookings.
Therefore, a prototype of
the interface for collecting
customer information had
to be designed. The steps in the process of solving
this problem are outlined below. Read these steps,
then complete the tasks.

• greying out Days as this is calculated by the
program rather than entered by the user.

Step 4 Construct the screen layout
The screen was constructed as a prototype using
VisualBasic 6 (see screen 3).
• Appropriate labels were used for all data entry fields
and headings.
• Default values were used for Title, State and Room.
• The text boxes were aligned.

Step 1 Determine the required inputs and
outputs on the interface
Inputs and outputs include:
• name of the customer (first name, surname, title)
• phone contact (up to three numbers)
• postal address (street, postcode, suburb, state)

• The client wants to include the cost of the room per
night and total accommodation cost in the Booking
details.

• departure date
• number of days (calculated automatically)
• number of people (PAX)
• room booked (either ‘Mayflower’, ‘Chesterfield’ or
‘Oceanview’)

• link to payment form.

Step 2 Group the data

• To allow for international visitors, their country is
needed in the address details.
• The client wants to collect customers’ fax numbers.

• arrival date

• special requirements

Step 5 Collect feedback from the client
Screen 3 was shown to the client to check whether
the design met their needs. To incorporate their
feedback, a number of modifications to the screen
design are needed:

• More room is needed to type and view Special
requirements.

Your tasks
1. Evaluate the screen design using the GUI evaluation
check list on the CD-ROM.
2. Modify the design of screen 3 to incorporate
feedback collected from the client in step 5.

The data to be included on the interface
are grouped and ordered by:
• Customer details including name,
address and phone contact
• Booking details including arrival and
departure dates, numbers of people,
special requirements and room booked.

Step 3 Select the interface tools
and objects
The interface tools and objects chosen for
the interface are:
• combo boxes for the customer’s Title,
number of people (PAX) and State
• option buttons for the room booked
• frames around the grouped data:
Customer details and Booking details
• command buttons: Payments, Print,
Cancel and OK
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Screen 3 — The initial screen design

• experiment with an existing GUI layout
in a selected software program?
go to technology/on-the-cdrom/chap08/8-4

• GUI evaluation check list
• Screen 3 printout
• Screen 3 in VisualBasic

• design a simple GUI layout for a specific
problem and apply simple programming
code?
• conduct a peer evaluation on the
designed GUI?

Remember
1. Define the term ‘GUI’.
2. List the different objects that can be used to construct a GUI interface.
3. List and describe the graphic tools that can be used to construct a GUI interface.
4. Screens 4 and 5 below are two sample interfaces for a quiz program. List the objects and graphic tools used
in these interfaces.

Screen 4

Screen 5

Think
5. Identify and describe a situation where it would be useful to use a check box and a radio button.
6. Compare and contrast a list box and a combo box.
7. Discuss why it is important to get user input when designing an interface.
8. (a) Evaluate the two interfaces shown in screens 4 and 5. Use the GUI evaluation check list to identify both the
good and bad design elements of the interfaces.
(b) Redraw the screens to improve the interface designs.
9. Design an interface for a school library borrowing system.

Challenge
10. (a) Design GUI interfaces for a variety of problems given to you by your teacher, keeping your target audience
in mind. Create your designs on a computer or on paper.
(b) Evaluate another student’s interface design.
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8.5 Algorithms
Before you start, have you completed the
following unit?
8.1 Introduction to programming

Algorithms are used as a design
tool to develop and describe the
solution to a problem. Once an
algorithm has been developed, its
instructions can be followed to
build the solution. In
programming, the solution
would be software that is coded
using a programming language.

Representing algorithms
There are many examples of
algorithms in daily life, such as:
• assembly or installation
instructions for furniture
• cooking recipes
• travel directions.
The problem with many of
these everyday instructions

(algorithms) is that they are
frequently difficult to follow and
understand. Often, the language
used to describe the steps or
instructions can be ambiguous.
This can cause readers to
misunderstand the writer’s
intended meaning.
To reduce these problems,
structured programming is
based on three control
structures and has standard
methods of representing an
algorithm such as flow charts
and pseudocode. Each method
has structures and rules to
follow so that anyone reading
the algorithm will understand it
as it was intended.

An algorithm is a set of
precise instructions that solves a
particular problem within a finite
number of unambiguous steps.

An algorithm is a
paper-based representation
of the logic that will solve
a problem.
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Flow charts
Flow charts are diagrammatic
representations of algorithms.
They are drawn using the
following rules:
• Instructions are placed inside
symbols, which are connected
by arrowed lines.
• The instructions flow from top
to bottom. The chart should fit
on a single page; if not, it
should be broken into smaller
modules (subprograms).
• The lines of a flow chart
should never cross.
• Each symbol has only one
entry point and one exit point
(except decision symbols
which usually have two exit
points).
• The symbols used in flow
charts are shown in the table
below.

The five symbols used in flow charts
SYMBOL

SAMPLE
INSTRUCTIONS

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Input/ output

Used when
getting or
displaying data

Get age

Either the start
or end of the
algorithm

BEGIN

Process

A process or
action

total = 4 + age

Subprocess

The name of a
subprocess

Sorter

Decision

A decision that
usually branches
two ways, i.e.
true or false

age > 18

Terminator

Print name

END

Pseudocode
Pseudocode is structured English that has been
formalised to look like computer languages. It is
used to describe the logic of an algorithm. Some of
the conventions of pseudocode include:
• Statements are written in simple, free-flowing
English text.
• Each instruction is on a separate line.
• Keywords in the control structures, such as IF,
THEN, ELSE and END IF, are usually written in
uppercase (see 8.6 Control structures for control
structure keywords).
• Indenting is used to highlight where control
structures begin and end.
• The names of any subprocesses are underlined.

Most programming projects involve designing an
algorithm that describes, in great detail, how to
solve a problem. The algorithm is then used to
create a program using a particular language.
Programmers have little or no control over the data
that will be supplied to the program so they must
design a step-by-step solution to the problem that
works with any data.
There is another method of writing programs that
works in exactly the opposite way. Instead of
creating step-by-step instructions to follow, the
programmers create facts and rules that describe
all possible data in great detail. The programmers
have little or no control over the steps that the
system will use to find its own solution to the
problem. There is a small but popular group of
programming languages, such as Prolog, that use
this unusual approach to problem solving. These
languages are often called ‘declarative’ because
they describe data rather than instructions.

Creating an algorithm
There is no single recipe for creating an algorithm
to solve a given problem. A good method, when
starting out, is to look at solutions to similar
problems and use these as models for
constructing your solution.
It takes time to develop an algorithm to solve a
problem, and it may take a number of attempts and
changes before you develop a satisfactory solution.
You should also realise that there is usually more
than one possible solution to a problem. These
different solutions are often equally valid, but some
are more efficient or elegant.
Before you start to develop an algorithm, it is
important that you understand the problem you
are trying to solve.

• define algorithms and describe examples
in daily life?
• explain the purpose of an algorithm when
solving problems?

Remember
1. List two methods of representing algorithms.
2. Draw the five symbols used in flow charts.
3. State how subprocesses are shown in
pseudocode.
4. Explain the purpose of an algorithm.

Think
5. Describe why furniture assembly instructions
can be so difficult to follow.
6. Write down the process of getting to school
each day.
7. Draw a simple shape on a piece of paper. Attempt
to get another student to draw the shape you
created by describing this shape. See how close
they are in drawing what you have created.
Outline some of the difficulties in giving a set of
instructions.

Investigate
8. Find other ways of representing an algorithm.
Instructions can be ambiguous and difficult to follow.
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8.6 Control structures
Before you start, have you completed the
following units?

Sequence structure
Modify the algorithm for
example 8.6.1 — Sequence
structure to also calculate the
perimeter of the rectangle
using the formula:

8.3 Data types and data operators
8.5 Algorithms

Every algorithm can be created from three basic control structures:
• sequence
• selection
• iteration (or repetition).

Example 8.6.1 — Sequence structure
Problem statement
Input the dimensions of a rectangle and calculate the area, using the
formula:
Area = length x height.

Algorithm design
Pseudocode

Flow chart
BEGIN

BEGIN
GET length

Get length

GET height

Get height

area = length * height

area = length × height

DISPLAY area

Print area

END

END

Text inside ‘ ’ displayed on screen
Variables set up to hold
all numbers
DIM length, height, area AS SINGLE

QBasic code

INPUT ‘Please enter length of rectangle’; length
INPUT ‘Please enter height of rectangle’; height
area = length * height
PRINT ‘Area is ’; area

Calculates area of rectangle
Data in variable ‘area’ displayed on screen

END

Sample output
Please enter length of rectangle ? 10
Please enter height of rectangle ? 5
Area is 50
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Perimeter = 2 x (length +
height).

No matter how complex or
large a problem, an algorithm
developed to solve it will still be
constructed using these three
basic structures.
In this unit, we will use sample
problems to demonstrate how
each structure is used to
represent an algorithm solution
as both pseudocode and flow
charts. The QBasic code for these
solutions is included with
samples of the output screens.

Sequence
Sequence structure is a series of
actions (inputs, processes or
outputs) completed one by one,
in order, with no decisions or
loops (see example 8.6.1 —
Sequence structure). In
pseudocode, each action is
written on a separate line. In flow
charts, each is shown in a
separate shape.

Selection structure
Selection structure uses
conditions (for example, age
< 18) and provides two or more
alternative paths the algorithm
can follow depending on whether
the condition is satisfied. The
two types of selection structure
are binary selection and
multiway selection.

Binary selection
Binary selection is also known as IF–THEN–ELSE selection. It
provides a structure where one of two alternative sections of code
is run, depending on whether a condition (question) returns a
Boolean value of ‘true’ or ‘false’. Examples 8.6.2 and 8.6.3 —
Binary selection below and on page 212 are used to show different
occurrences of binary selection.

Binary selection
Modify the algorithm in
example 8.6.2 — Binary
selection to allow people
16 years and older to get
a licence.

Example 8.6.2 — Binary selection
Problem statement
Enter a person’s age and determine if they are old enough to sit for a driver’s licence test, given that you must
be at least 17 years old.

Algorithm design
Pseudocode

Flow chart

BEGIN
BEGIN

GET age
IF age < 17 THEN
DISPLAY Too young
ELSE

Get age

Indent within the
binary selection.

DISPLAY Old enough

N

age > 17

Y

END IF
END
Display 'old enough'

Display 'too young'

END

QBasic code
DIM age AS INTEGER

Variable ‘age’ set up to hold an integer

INPUT ‘Please enter your age ’; age
IF age < 17 THEN
PRINT ‘You are too young to get a licence’
ELSE
PRINT ‘You are old enough to get a licence’
END IF

If ‘age’ is 16 or less, this
line is executed.
If ‘age’ is 17 or more, this
line is executed.

END

Sample output
Please enter your age ? 10
You are too young to get a licence
Please enter your age ? 17
You are old enough to get a licence
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

QBasic
QBasic
QBasic
QBasic
QBasic
QBasic
QBasic

file
file
file
file
file
file
file

for
for
for
for
for
for
for

example
example
example
example
example
example
example

8.6.1
8.6.2
8.6.3
8.6.4
8.6.5
8.6.6
8.6.7

—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Sequence structure
Binary selection
Binary selection
Multiway selection
Pre-test loop
Post-test loop
FOR–NEXT loop

Binary selection
Modify the algorithm in example
8.6.3 — Binary selection so that
a salesperson with less than
$50 000 in sales receives a bonus
of $1000.

Example 8.6.3 — Binary selection
Problem statement
Calculate a salesperson’s bonus. They get a bonus of 10% of their sales if they sell more than $50 000 worth of
books.

Algorithm design
Pseudocode

Flow chart

BEGIN
BEGIN

bonus = 0
Get sales

Get sales

IF sales > 50000 THEN
bonus = 0

bonus = sales * 10%
END IF

sales >
50 000

Display bonus
END

bonus = sales × 10%
N

Display bonus

END

QBasic code
DIM sales, bonus AS SINGLE
LET bonus = 0

Variable ‘bonus’ initialised to 0

INPUT ‘Please enter total sales ’; sales
IF sales > 50000 THEN
bonus = sales * 0.10

If ‘sales’ is 50 000 or less, ‘bonus’ is not
calculated so ‘bonus’ still equals 0.

END IF
PRINT ‘Bonus is $’; bonus
END

Sample output
Please enter total sales ? 100000
Bonus is $10000
Please enter total sales ? 20000
Bonus is $0
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Multiway selection
Multiway selection is also called CASEWHERE selection (see example
8.6.4 — Multiway selection). It is based on a condition, which can be
branched two or more ways. The first branch to have a value that
satisfies the condition is executed. Only one branch is executed each
time the multiway selection is executed.

Multiway selection
Modify the algorithm in example
8.6.4 — Multiway selection to
include an ‘express’ letter, which
costs $2.50 to post.

Example 8.6.4 — Multiway selection
Problem statement
Determine the cost of posting a Christmas card, a large letter, a letter overseas or an ordinary letter where the
costs are:
• Christmas card, $0.45
• overseas letter, $1.00

•
•

large letter, $0.90
normal letter, $0.50.

Algorithm design
Pseudocode
BEGIN
Get type of letter
CASEWHERE letter
= Christmas: cost = 0.45
= large: cost = 0.90
= overseas: cost = 1.00
OTHERWISE
cost = 0.50
ENDCASE
Display cost
END

Flow chart
BEGIN
Get type of letter

letter

Indent within the
multiway selection.

Christmas

large

overseas

otherwise

cost = 0.45

cost = 0.90

cost = 1.00

cost = 0.50

Display cost

END

QBasic code
DIM letter AS STRING
Variable ‘letter’ set up to hold text
INPUT ‘Please enter type of letter (Christmas, large, overseas, standard) ’; letter
SELECT CASE letter
One of four options will be executed depending on
data held in the variable ‘letter’.
CASE = ‘Christmas’
cost = 0.45
Note: ‘ ’ are used because variable
CASE = ‘large’
‘letter’ holds text.
cost = 0.90
CASE = ‘overseas’
cost = 1.00
If there is no match to ‘letter’, cost is $0.50.
CASE ELSE
cost = 0.50
END SELECT
PRINT ‘Letter cost is $’; cost
END

Sample output
Please enter type of letter ? Christmas
Letter cost is $0.45
Please enter type of letter ? overseas
Letter cost is $1.00
Please enter type of letter ? junk
Letter cost is $0.50
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Repetition and/or iteration
Iteration (or repetition)
structure has a loop. The body of
this loop contains a set of
instructions that are repeated
until or while a Boolean
condition is satisfied.
There are different types of
loops.
• In a pre-test loop, the condition
to end the loop is tested before
the body of the loop.
• In a post-test loop, the
condition to end the loop is

tested after the body of the
loop.
• A FOR–NEXT loop is a
counted loop whose body is
executed a set number of
times.

first time it is tested, the body of
the loop is never executed.
Therefore, the body of the
WHILE loop is executed zero or
more times.

Pre-test loop
The pre-test loop is also called a
WHILE loop or a guarded loop
(see example 8.6.5 — Pre-test
loop). One important point
about the pre-test loop is that, if
the loop condition is false the

Pre-test loop
Modify the algorithm in
example 8.6.5 — Pre-test
loop to print out all the odd
numbers from 1 up to the
number entered.

Example 8.6.5 — Pre-test loop
Problem statement
Enter a positive number and display all numbers from 1 to the number entered.

Algorithm design
Pseudocode

Flow chart

BEGIN

BEGIN

count = 0
count = 0

GET number
WHILE count < number
count = count + 1
Display count

Get number

Indent within
the loop.

Y

ENDWHILE

count <
number

count = count + 1

END

Display count

END

QBasic code
DIM count, number AS INTEGER
LET count = 0
INPUT ‘Please enter the number to display to ’; number
WHILE count < number
count = count + 1
PRINT count;

Body of loop

WEND
END

Sample output
Please enter the number to display to ? 6
123456
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The body of the loop will continue to execute
until the data held in ‘number’ are greater
than or equal to the data held in ‘count’.

Post-test loop
The post-test loop is also called a REPEAT–UNTIL
loop or an unguarded loop (see example 8.6.6 —
Post-test loop). This loop differs from the pre-test

loop in that the body of the loop must be executed at
least once because the condition is not checked until
the end of the loop. Therefore, the body of the
REPEAT–UNTIL loop is executed one or more times.

Example 8.6.6 — Post-test loop
Problem statement
Calculate the average age of all students in a class.

Algorithm design
Pseudocode

Flow chart

BEGIN

BEGIN

totalage = 0

totalage = 0

numbstud = 0

numbstud = 0

REPEAT
Enter age
Add age to totalage
Increment numbstud by 1

Enter age

Indent within
the loop.

Get more

Add age to totalage
Increment numbstud by 1
Get more

UNTIL more = false
average = totalage/numbstud

more = false

N

Display average
END

average = totalage/numbstud
Display average
END

QBasic code
DIM age, totalage, numbstud, average AS SINGLE
DIM more AS STRING
LET totalage = 0
LET numbstud = 0
Variables initialised
LET more = ‘yes’
DO
QBasic syntax for REPEAT
INPUT ‘Please enter age of next student ’; age
totalage = totalage + age
‘age’ is added to ‘totalage’
numbstud = numbstud + 1
INPUT ‘Are there more students (yes/no) ’; more
LOOP UNTIL more = ‘no’
Loop stops when the variable ‘more’
holds the text ’no’.
average = totalage / numbstud
PRINT ‘Average age is ’; average
Division sign
END

Sample output
Please enter age of next student ? 14
Are there more students (yes/no)? yes
Please enter age of next student ? 15
Are there more students (yes/no)? yes
Please enter age of next student ? 16
Are there more students (yes/no)? no
Average age is 15

Post-test loop
Modify the algorithm in example
8.6.6 — Post-test loop to also
find and display the youngest
student in the class. (Hint: You
will need a binary selection
inside the loop.)
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FOR–NEXT loop
The body of the FOR–NEXT loop is executed a
set number of times. A counter variable is given a
starting value; this is incremented each time the
loop is executed until a given final value is reached
(see example 8.6.7 — FOR–NEXT loop below
and example 8.7.3 — Two-dimensional array on
page 222).

FOR–NEXT loop
Modify the algorithm in example 8.6.7 —
FOR–NEXT loop to print out multiplication
tables up to 12.

Example 8.6.7 — FOR–NEXT loop
Problem statement
Print the multiplication tables from 1 to 10 for an
entered number.

Algorithm design
Pseudocode
BEGIN
Enter value
FOR counter = 1 to 10 Step by 1
times = value * counter
Display value ‘x’ counter ‘=’ times
END FOR

The algorithm for example 8.6.7 — FOR–NEXT loop
could have been written using a WHILE loop or a
REPEAT–UNTIL loop.

END

Here is the algorithm written using a WHILE loop.
BEGIN

QBasic code
DIM value, times, counter AS INTEGER

Enter value

INPUT ‘Please enter a number (1–10)’; value

counter = 0

FOR counter = 1 TO 10

WHILE counter < 10

times = value * counter

Multiplication
sign

counter = counter + 1
times = value * counter

PRINT value; ‘ x ’; counter; ‘ = ’; times
NEXT counter
END

‘1’ is added to value
in variable ‘counter’

Display value ‘x’ counter ‘=’ times
END WHILE
END

Sample output
Please enter a number (1–12) ? 8
8x1=8
8 x 2 = 16

BEGIN

8 x 3 = 24

Enter value

8 x 4 = 32

counter = 0

8 x 5 = 40

REPEAT

8 x 6 = 48

counter = counter + 1

8 x 7 = 56

times = value * counter

8 x 8 = 64

Display value ‘x’ counter ‘=’ times

8 x 9 = 72
8 x 10 = 80
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Here is the algorithm written using a REPEAT–
UNTIL loop.
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UNTIL counter = 10
END

Developing algorithms
A systematic approach is required when using an
algorithm to represent the solution to an identified
problem (see example 8.6.8 — Developing an
algorithm). Here are some steps you can use:
1. Identify and understand the problem to be solved.
2. Identify the major processes and tasks. An IPO
table is a good tool for summarising the inputs,
processes and outputs of the problem.
3. Outline a solution. For the identified inputs,
processes and outputs determine:

• the control structures needed; for example, do
you need loops?
• the order in which these processes and tasks
should be put together
• the variables needed and their data structures
— create a data dictionary.
4. Write the algorithm using pseudocode or flow
charts.
5. Check the algorithm and make modifications as
necessary (read about desk checking in 8.8 Testing,
error detection and correction on page 228).

Example 8.6.8 — Developing an algorithm
1. Understand the problem
Enter five numbers and calculate the average.
2. Identify the major processes and tasks
INPUT

PROCESSES

OUTPUT

Numbers

Tally number
Repeat for five numbers
Calculate average

Average

3. Outline a solution
• Initialise variables
• Need a loop to repeat the process of entering and tallying a number five times
• Calculate average = tally of numbers / 5
• Display average
• Need the following variables:
– ‘count’ to count the numbers being entered
– ‘number’ to hold the number last entered
– ‘total’ to tally the numbers entered
– ‘average’ to hold the average of five numbers
4. Write the algorithm
BEGIN
count = 0
total = 0

Variables initialised

average = 0
REPEAT
count = count + 1
GET number

Loop five times.

total = total + number
UNTIL count = 5
average = total/count

Calculate average.

DISPLAY average
END
5. Check the algorithm
See example 8.8.7 — Desk checking on page 229 for a sample desk check.
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Developing an algorithm
Create an algorithm using pseudocode or
flow charts for the following identified
problems.

Modify the algorithm in example 8.6.8 — Developing
an algorithm to use a WHILE loop instead of a
REPEAT–UNTIL loop.

1. Input the radius of a circle and calculate the
circumference using the formula:
Area = 2 x 3.14 x radius.
2. Input the length of the side of a square and
calculate the area. Display an error if the length
is less than or equal to zero.
3. Input two numbers and display the largest.

Hints on writing algorithms

4. Input three numbers and display the largest.

• Look at and learn from other algorithms that
solve similar problems.
• Don’t expect to come up with a solution the
first time.
• Be prepared to start again if a solution is not
working out.
• Work on the problem with someone else.
• Practise, practise, practise!

5. Input ten numbers and display the largest.
(Hint: Use a loop with a binary selection inside
to check each number.)
6. Input ten numbers and display the total and
the average of the numbers.
7. Display all numbers from 1 to 100 using a
REPEAT–UNTIL loop.
8. Display all even numbers from 1 to 100 using a
FOR–NEXT loop.
9. Enter a bottom number and a top number and
display all integer numbers from the bottom to
the top number.
10. Enter a bottom number, a top number and a
number to step by. Display all stepped
numbers between the bottom and top
numbers. (For example, if ‘bottom’ = 3,
‘top’ = 10 and ‘step’ = 2, then 3 5 7 9 is
displayed.)
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• Rock, Paper, Scissors game revision sheet
• Summary of control structures

11. Enter a number and display the 12 times
table for all numbers from 1 up to the number
entered.

13. Enter a year and determine if it is a leap year.
Leap years are divisible by 4 (for example,
1996 is a leap year). However, years divisible
by 4 and also by 100 are not leap years (for
example, 1900 is not a leap year), except years
divisible by 4, 100 and by 400 which are leap
years (for example, 2000 is a leap year).
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can you?

12. Enter the results for a class test; end by
entering a negative number. Calculate and
display the average and top marks.

• convert algorithms into basic code using a
given language syntax?
• examine and analyse the existing code of
a selected example and identify control
structures?
• modify an existing program to assess the
effects of changing variables on the output
of the program?
• devise algorithms to solve everyday
problems incorporating the use of control
structures?
• develop prototypes using basic control
structures?
• represent algorithms by using either a flow
chart or pseudocode?

Remember

BEGIN

1. Name the three control structures
for creating algorithms.

total = 0

2. Name and state the number of
occurrences of the control
structures in example 8.2.1 —
Guessing game on page 196.

count = 0
Enter no1

3. Name and state the number of
occurrences of the control
structures used in the flow chart on
the right.

Enter no2

Think
4. Write a short description of the
problem that was solved by the
algorithm in the flow chart on the
right.

Y

no1 <> –999

Add 1 to count
Enter whether to add
or to multiply numbers

5. Outline the differences between a
WHILE loop and a REPEAT–UNTIL
loop.

N

6. An algorithm is needed to enter a
user ID and password. Justify
whether a WHILE loop or a
REPEAT–UNTIL loop would be
better suited.

total = no1 × no2

(a) What control structures are
used in each algorithm?
(b) Outline the differences between
the two algorithms.
(c) Create the corresponding flow
charts for both algorithms.

Enter new no1 and no2
END

Problem statement
Calculate the area of circles using the formula,
area = pi x radius2.
The program should stop when a negative radius is entered.

Algorithm design

(d) Select the algorithm you think is
better and justify your decision.

Pseudocode A

(e) Correct the indenting in the two
algorithms.

BEGIN

8. In any available programming
language, convert each of the
sample algorithms A and B on the
right into working code.

10. In the programming language you
are using at school, convert each
of the algorithms in examples
8.6.1 to 8.6.7 into working code.

Pseudocode B
BEGIN

GET radius

REPEAT

WHILE radius > 0

GET radius

area = radius^2 * 3.14

IF radius >=0 THEN

PRINT area

area = radius^2 * 3.14

GET radius

Challenge
9. Convert the algorithm in the flow
chart above to pseudocode.

total = no1 + no2

Print total

Print count

7. Two different algorithms,
pseudocode A and pseudocode B,
have been developed for the
problem statement below. Examine
both algorithms and answer the
following questions.

Y

Application
= add

PRINT area

END WHILE
END

END IF
UNTIL radius < 0
END
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8.7 Subprograms and data structures
Before you start, have you completed the
following unit?
8.6 Control structures

Subprograms
Structured programming incorporates the use of
both top-down and modular design. Top-down
design starts with a general solution and then breaks

the solution into gradually more detailed actions
(modules). Modular design groups related actions
into modules, called functions, procedures or
subprograms (see example 8.7.1 — Subprograms).
Each module is typically designed to complete one
process, action or activity.
Subprograms can be created for particular activities
and made into library functions, which are then
available for use by other programs when needed.

Subprograms

Example 8.7.1 — Subprograms
Problem statement
Calculate the area and perimeter of a series of either circles
or squares with dimensions input by the user. Repeat the
calculations while the user continues to enter details.

Modify the algorithm with subprograms in example
8.7.1 — Subprograms to include the option of
calculating the area and perimeter of a rectangle.

Algorithm design
There are two sample algorithm designs in this example. The second algorithm shows how subprograms can be
used to enter and calculate the shape details separately. This makes it easier to test these parts of the program
and can make the main algorithm simpler to read and understand.
Without subprograms
BEGIN
INITIALISE
pi = 3.14
REPEAT
Enter circle or a square (C/S)
IF shape = C THEN
Enter radius
area = pi x radius^2
perimeter = 2 x pi x radius
ELSE
Enter side
area = side x side
perimeter = 4 x side
END IF
DISPLAY area and perimeter
Enter Do you want to do again (Y/N)
UNTIL again = N
END
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With subprograms
BEGIN
INITIALISE
‘pi’ is a constant.
pi = 3.14
REPEAT
Enter circle or a square (C/S)
IF shape = C THEN
CIRCLE
Subprograms are
underlined.
ELSE
‘area’ and ‘perimeter’
SQUARE
are global variables
END IF
used in the whole
DISPLAY area and perimeter
program.
Enter Do you want to do again (Y/N)
UNTIL again = N
END
BEGIN subprogram CIRCLE
Enter radius
area = pi x radius^2
‘radius’ and ‘side’
are local variables
perimeter = 2 x pi x radius
used only in their
END subprogram
subprograms.
BEGIN subprogram SQUARE
Enter side
area = side x side
perimeter = 4 x side
END

When developing a solution,
subprograms can make the
program easier to test, debug and
read. Rather than organising the
code into one long program,
sections of code that do a single
task can be placed into separate
subprograms. If this task needs
to be done again in another part
of the program, rather than
rewriting the code, the same
subprogram can be called.
Testing and debugging are easier
because each subprogram can be
tested separately before testing
the whole program.

that can hold more than one
item of data. The structured data
types include:
• records
• arrays
– one- and two-dimensional
– array of records
• files (random and sequential)
Arrays
Arrays are used to hold a number
of related data items of the same
data type: for example, the names
of players in a baseball team.
An array holds the data as:
• a list (see example 8.7.2 —
One-dimensional array)
• a table or grid (see example
8.7.3 — Two-dimensional
array).
Each array can hold only one
data type, and data items in the
array are called elements. Data in
the array are accessed by the
array name and a location in the

Data structures
Variables defined as simple data
types (such as integer and string)
can hold only one piece of data.
If there is a need to hold a
number of related sets of data or
to store data permanently, data
structures are needed. These are
more complex data storage types

array called an index, which is
enclosed in brackets. Most
programming languages start the
index at 0. However, arrays can
be declared to start at 1.
Records
A record can be used to hold
related data of more than one
type: for example, details about
a person, such as name, age and
phone number (see example
8.7.4 — Records on page 223).
Each data item in a record is
called a field and is accessed by
the record name and the field
name separated by a dot (for
example, ‘DETAILS.fname’).

One-dimensional array
Modify the algorithm in example
8.7.2 — One-dimensional array
to also hold the names of two
reserve players.

Example 8.7.2 — One-dimensional array
Problem statement
The names of the nine players in a baseball team need to be entered into and held within a program.

Graphic representation of an array
Rather than creating nine separate variables to hold the names, a single one-dimensional array should be
declared to hold nine names. The following is a graphic representation of an array called TEAM that has been set
up to hold the nine players’ names.

Array index

Array name

TEAM

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Emily

Chloe

Nuwan

Conley

Hyun

Alacia

Nathan

Jesse

Maya

Algorithm design
BEGIN
Array TEAM set up to hold nine names
DECLARE array TEAM(1–9) to hold STRING elements
count = 0
WHILE count < 9
Loop is executed nine times to enter all players into the array.
count = count + 1
DISPLAY Please enter the name of player
GET name
Player name entered into array. For example, when ‘count’ = 1,
TEAM(count) = name
‘name’ = Emily so TEAM(1) = Emily.
END WHILE
Index
END
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Example 8.7.3 — Two-dimensional array
Problem statement
Set up the positions of the pieces on a checkerboard at the start of a game.

Graphic representation of a two-dimensional array
A two-dimensional array is like a table with each storage location having x- and y-coordinates. Therefore, it is well
suited to hold the positions of the pieces on the board with an 8 by 8 grid. The following is a graphic
representation of the pieces in the array called BOARD, where ‘B’ represents the Black pieces and ‘W’ the white.
1

y-coordinate index
1

2

3

B

4

B

2

5

6

B

B

7

8

x-coordinate index

B

B

B

B

e.g. BOARD(8, 2)

3
4

e.g. BOARD(5, 7)

5
6
7

W

W

8

W

W

W

W

W

W

Algorithm design
2-dimensional array set up

BEGIN

DECLARE array BOARD(1–8, 1–8) to hold a CHARACTER
count = 0

Loop creates array with values
shown on the checkerboard.

FOR count = 1 to 7 increment by 2
BOARD(count, 1) = ‘B’
BOARD(count + 1, 2) = ‘B’
BOARD(count, 7) = ‘W’
BOARD(count + 1, 8) = ‘W’
NEXT count

For example, when ‘count’ = 1, the values
in columns 1 and 2 are entered.
BOARD(1, 1) = ‘B’
BOARD(2, 2) = ‘B’
BOARD(1, 7) = ‘W’
BOARD(2, 8) = ‘W’

END

A record can hold only one set of details; that is,
only one person’s details. To hold a number of
people’s details, an array of records needs to be
created, or the data need to be stored in a file.
Array of records
In an array of records, each element of the array is
set up to hold the same record type, as shown in
example 8.7.5 — Array of records on the next page.
This is similar to how a file holds records.
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Two-dimensional array
Modify the algorithm in example 8.7.3 —
Two-dimensional array to use a WHILE loop
instead of a FOR loop.

Files
Simple data types, arrays and records are all used for
temporary storage in primary memory so, when the
computer is turned off or the program is closed, the
data are lost. A file stores data permanently on disk,
even after the program has ended.
Files are used when the data need to be stored for
later use, or when there is not enough primary memory
(RAM) to hold all the data needed for the program. For
example, if you wish to hold the top score of a game
between uses, the scores can be stored in a file.
There are two types of files for storing data:
sequential files and random access files (direct
access files). See 8.11 Random and sequential files
for more information. Data can also be accessed
from and stored in databases.
Example 8.7.4 — Records
Problem statement
Enter and hold the personal details of a person.

Graphic representation of a record
Rather than hold each piece of data in separate
variables, all the data can be held in one record.
The following table is a graphic representation of a
record called DETAILS that has the fields ‘fname’,
‘age’ and ‘phone’ and holds the details about Joy.

Example 8.7.5 — Array of records
Problem statement
Enter and hold the names, ages and phone
numbers of all players in a baseball team.

Graphic representation of an array of records
An array of records can be used to hold this
information. We can use an array called BASEBALL
to hold nine records defined as DETAILS which
contain the fields ‘fname’, ‘age’ and ‘phone’. The
following table represents the first four records of
an array of records called BASEBALL.
Fields in BASEBALL
Record
number

‘fname’

‘age’

‘phone’

1

Emily

12

9876 5432

2

Chloe

14

9983 7632

3

Nuwan

8

9877 7372

4

Conley

17

5433 8833

Algorithm design
BEGIN
DECLARE record DETAILS
fname as STRING * 20
age as INTEGER

Fields in DETAILS
‘fname’

‘age’

‘phone’

Joy

16

9876 5432

Algorithm design
BEGIN
DECLARE record DETAILS
Record DETAILS is created
with three fields
fname as STRING * 20
age as INTEGER
phone as STRING * 10
END DECLARE
GET name stored in DETAILS.fname
Data entered into
GET age stored in DETAILS.age
the fields in the
GET address stored in DETAILS.phone
record DETAILS
END

Record DETAILS set up to
hold a player’s details

phone as STRING * 10
END DECLARE
DECLARE array BASEBALL(1–9) to hold DETAILS
count = 0
WHILE count < 9
count = count + 1

Array BASEBALL set
up to hold all details of
nine players

DISPLAY Enter the name of player Name of each player
stored in the ‘fname’
GET BASEBALL(count).fname
DISPLAY Enter the age of player

field in the array
BASEBALL

GET BASEBALL(count).age
DISPLAY Enter the phone number of player
GET BASEBALL(count).phone
END WHILE
END

Array of records
Records
Modify the algorithm in example 8.7.4 — Records
to also store an address.

Modify the algorithm in example 8.7.5 — Array of
records to print out the player details once the
information has been entered.
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can you?

• examine existing code and algorithms to
identify the purpose of subprograms for a
range of examples?
• incorporate subprograms into algorithms
and working code?
• examine data structures in existing code?
• demonstrate the use of an array?
• modify existing code to allow for changes
to the array?

Remember

go to technology/on-the-cdrom/chap08/8-7

• QBasic file for example 8.7.1 — Subprograms
• QBasic file for example 8.7.1 — Subprograms
rewritten without global variables. The variables
‘area’ and ‘perimeter’ are passed to the subprogram
in the line ‘Call CIRCLE(area, perimeter)’ and then
modified by the subprogram CIRCLE.
• QBasic file for example 8.7.5 — Array of records

(d) Outline the advantage of using an array of
records for the data over three separate
variables.
6. Analyse the following pseudocode:

1. List the structured data types.
2. List the two types of data files.

Think
3. Outline the advantages of using subprograms.
4. Compare and contrast local and global variables.
5. Information about job details is shown in the table
below. An array of records called JOB_CLASS has
been determined as the best structure for holding
the data.

BEGIN subprogram
DECLARE find as STRING
GET name of player to find
index = 0
found = false
WHILE index < 9 AND found = false
index = index + 1

NAME

POSITION

SALARY

Walter

P/T

25 000

Faye

F/T

30 000

END IF

Hugh

P/T

6 000

END WHILE

Bev

F/T

70 000

Gavin

F/T

80 000

IF find = BASEBALL(index).fname THEN
found = true

IF found = true THEN
DISPLAY BASEBALL(index).age
DISPLAY BASEBALL(index).phone
ELSE
(a) Determine the best simple data types to use.
(b) Complete the following data dictionary for
the variables.

DISPLAY not found
END IF
END

FIELD
NAME

DATA
TYPE

SIZE

DESCRIPTION

‘name’
‘position’
‘salary’

(a) Outline what the subprogram does.
(b) Describe what happens if the name entered
is not in the array.
(c) Modify the code above to search an array
containing 15 people.

Investigate
7. Compare and contrast functions and procedures.

Challenge
(c) Write a pseudocode declaration of the array
of records.
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8. Convert the pseudocode with subprograms in
example 8.7.1 — Subprograms to a flow chart.

8.8 Testing, error detection and correction
Before you start, have you completed the
following unit?
8.6 Control structures

Testing is checking that the
algorithm and code work as
expected. It is not a separate
activity from programming but is
done throughout the
development of a program,
especially during the algorithm
development and coding stages.
It is often said that more time
spent designing a solution means
less time debugging it.

Test data
Test data is a set of data used to
check that the algorithm and code
are working as expected. The

Create a set of test data for example 8.6.2 —
Binary selection on page 211.

specific test data used are very
important and should be
produced from the original
program specification before the
algorithm or coding is started.
The test data can be used to
check that the logic of the
algorithm meets the needs of the
problem, to support debugging of
the code and to ensure that the
coded solution works as expected.
For small- to medium-sized
algorithms and code, a set of test
data should test:
• all logical pathways in the
algorithm. The logical

pathways in an algorithm are
the different sections of code
that can be executed. For
example, the algorithm design
for example 8.6.4 — Multiway
selection on page 213 has four
possible pathways. There need
to be at least four different
types of letters in the test data
to check that each option in
the multiway selection works.
• boundary values. These are
usually found in condition
statements of selection and
repetition control structures.
They are important because the

Example 8.8.1 — Sample test data
The following tables show sample test data for two previous examples.

Sample test data for example 8.6.3 — Binary selection
VARIABLE

TEST DATA

‘sales’

EXPECTED RESULT

REASON FOR INCLUSION

50000

0

Boundary value

60000

6000

Above boundary

40000

0

Below boundary

Sample test data for example 8.6.4 — Multiway selection
VARIABLE

TEST DATA

EXPECTED RESULT

‘letter’

Christmas

0.45

large

0.90

overseas

1.00

normal

0.50

small

0.50

REASON FOR INCLUSION
To test all logical pathways

To test unexpected values
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outcome of the condition can
be different on either side of the
value. For example, the
algorithm design for example
8.6.3 — Binary selection on
page 212 contains the binary
selection:
IF sales > 50000 THEN

considering how the program
is working
• releasing beta versions of the
software to get users to help
with testing under real
conditions.

Error detection
The three main types of errors
that are found during testing of
algorithms and program code are
logic, syntax and run-time
errors.

Example 8.8.2 — Logic errors

So, the boundary value in the
condition is 50000.

The following sections of algorithms should all display the numbers 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5. Each example shows a different logic error.

Therefore, the test data should
test the statement using the
boundary value (50000) as well
as a value above it (for example,
60000) and below it (for
example, 40000).
• sentinel values. These are
variables that end a loop. For
example, the algorithm design
for example 8.6.6 — Post-test
loop on page 215 contains the
sentinel variable ‘more’.

ERROR

ALGORITHM

1

count = 0

The set of test data can also
test the program for other types
of possible inputs, including:
• unexpected values
• non-valid values, especially
zero or negative values.
For longer algorithms and
code, it becomes more difficult to
test all aspects of the program so
some of the following methods
are used:
• testing each subprogram or
function separately
• volume testing, which checks
whether the program works
with large amounts of data
• black-box testing, which uses
inputs with known outputs
and checks that the correct
outputs occur, without
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LOGIC ERROR

123

The condition in
the loop is
incorrect.

01234

The program
loops correctly
five times, but
prints 0 as the
first value.

0 0 0 0 0...

There is no
increment of the
counter within
the loop, causing
an infinite loop.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7...

There are two
unchecked
variables,
causing an
infinite loop.

WHILE count < 3
count = count + 1
PRINT count
END WHILE
2

count = 0
WHILE count < 5
PRINT count
count = count + 1
END WHILE

UNTIL more = false

When the value in ‘more’ changes
to false, the loop ends.

OUTPUT

3

count = 0
WHILE count < 5
PRINT count
END WHILE

4

index = 0
WHILE index < 5
count = count + 1
PRINT count
END WHILE

5

count = 0
WHILE count < 5
count = count + 1
END WHILE

A correct algorithm for this problem would be:
count = 0
WHILE count < 5
count = count + 1
PRINT count
END WHILE

The variable is
not displayed.

Logic errors
A logic error occurs when an algorithm or code does
not work as it should (see examples 8.8.2 and 8.8.3 —
Logic errors). Code with a logic error will run but
produces unexpected results. Because code with logic
errors does not fail, the errors are often difficult to
pick up. These errors are normally detected during
testing (see Testing an alogrithm on pages 228–9).
Syntax errors
A syntax error is detected when you try to compile
(run) the program code. It is usually caused by the
program code not matching the expected syntax of the
programming language (see example 8.8.4 — Syntax
errors). This could be caused by a spelling mistake or

a missing keyword. A full program cannot run until all
syntax errors have been removed.
Run-time errors
A run-time error occurs when the program
terminates or stops (crashes) while the program
code is running. The causes of run-time errors differ
between programming languages but are often
caused by logic errors which result in a division-byzero error or an overflow error.
Division-by-zero error
A division-by-zero error occurs when the code
tries to divide a number by zero, which for most
languages will crash the program (see example

Example 8.8.3 — Logic errors
The following algorithm should find the average of two numbers. It is tested by entering 6 and 4; the program
should then display 5.
ALGORITHM

OUTPUT

BEGIN
GET num1
GET num2
average = num1 + num2 / 2
DISPLAY average

8

LOGIC ERROR
To find the average, the two
numbers must be added together
before being divided by 2. In this
case, ‘num2’ is divided by 2 first.
This can be fixed by adding
brackets:
average = (num1 + num2) / 2

END

Example 8.8.4 — Syntax errors
The following sections of QBasic code contain syntax errors:
TASK

CODE

ERROR

FIX

Display ‘Hello there’

PRNT ‘Hello there’

Misspelt keyword

PRINT ‘Hello there’

Display ‘Child’ if an
age is less than 13

IF age < 13

Missing keyword THEN

IF age < 13 THEN

PRINT ‘Child’

PRINT ‘Child’

END IF
Display the numbers
1 to 10

count = 0
WHILE count < 10 THEN

END IF
An extra keyword THEN
has been added

WHILE count < 10

count = count + 1

count = count + 1

PRINT count

PRINT count

WEND
Get a name

count = 0

INPUT ‘Enter Name’ surname$

WEND
Expected symbol ‘;’ or ‘,’
missing

INPUT ‘Enter Name’; surname$
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8.8.5 — Division-by-zero error).
Try dividing a number by zero on
a calculator; it should result in an
error message such as ‘E’.
Overflow error
Overflow errors occur when
programs attempt to store data
that are larger than the declared
variable can hold (see example
8.8.6 — Overflow error). This can
happen when programs get into
infinite loops. Error 4 in example
8.8.2 — Logic errors on page 226
would cause an overflow error as
the variable ‘count’ would
eventually attempt to hold a
number larger than it is capable
of holding.

Testing an algorithm
A solution to a problem
described using an algorithm
should be tested before it is
coded. An algorithm is tested to
confirm that the logic solves the
problem as expected and does
not contain any logic errors.
There are two common methods
used to test that an algorithm
works as expected:
• desk checking
• structured walk-through.
It is also good if someone who
did not write the algorithm
checks it; this is called peer
checking. Another person often
picks up problems or errors more
quickly than the creator of the
algorithm because they do not
make as many assumptions
about how the program is meant
to work.
Desk checking
A desk check is a pen-and-paper
method used to check that an
algorithm meets the
requirements of the problem.
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Example 8.8.5 — Division-by-zero error
The following section of code should divide one number by another.
CODE
INPUT ‘Enter number’; num1
INPUT ‘Enter number’; num2
total = num1/num2
PRINT total

ERROR
Test data,
8 and 0,
causes the
program to
stop

FIX
INPUT ‘Enter number’; num1
INPUT ‘Enter number’; num2
IF num2 <> 0 THEN
total = num1/num2
PRINT total
END IF

The fix involves adding a binary selection that allows the calculation to
occur only if ‘num2’ is not zero, thus avoiding the division-by-zero error.

Example 8.8.6 — Overflow error
The following section of code should double an entered number and
print the result.
CODE

ERROR

DIM total AS INTEGER

Test data 20000
causes an
INPUT ‘Enter number’; numb
overflow error, as
variable ‘total’
total = numb * 2
attempts to hold
PRINT total
the number 40000.
‘total’ has an
integer data type
which can hold
only numbers
between –32767
and 32765.

It can be used to find logic errors
in an algorithm.
It involves constructing a table
with the variables and output
from the algorithm as headings.
The algorithm is then checked
methodically using sample sets of
test data. The changing values of
the variables are recorded in the
table. Every time a variable
changes value, the old value is
crossed out and the new value is
written in the table. Values
output from the algorithm are
also recorded in the table. The
final outputs from the algorithm
can then be compared with the

FIX
Change variable
‘total’ to be able to
hold a larger integer
number value, e.g.
DIM total AS LONG

expected results to see if the
algorithm worked as it should
(see example 8.8.7 — Desk
checking on the next page).
It is important, when doing a
desk check, to be systematic in
working through the algorithm
and recording only what is
happening rather than what
should be happening.
Structured walk-through
A structured walk-through
involves reading an algorithm
and following how it works. This
process is used to check the logic
of an algorithm quickly or to find

Example 8.8.7 — Desk checking
The following algorithm is used to calculate the average of 5 numbers. Sample test data for the algorithm — 5, 4,
6, 2, 8 — should output the average as 5. The desk check alongside shows the changing values of variables and
output throughout the algorithm.
ALGORITHM

DESK CHECK

BEGIN

VARIABLES

OUTPUT

count = 0

‘count’

total = 0

0

average = 0

1

5

5

2

4

9

3

6

15

4

2

17

5

8

25

REPEAT
count = count + 1

‘number’

‘total’

‘average’

0

0

GET number
total = total + number
UNTIL count = 5

5

5

average = total/count
DISPLAY average
END
The output of the algorithm is correct, so the logic of this algorithm is correct for the given test data.

out what an algorithm does. A walk-through does
not require any writing and is what a peer may do to
check the logic of the algorithm. The logic errors in
example 8.8.2 — Logic errors on page 226 could be
found using a walk-through.

Error correction techniques
There is a range of tools and techniques available to
help test and debug code by providing more detailed
information about what is happening in the code.
Debugging tools vary between programming
language software editors; they can include
breakpoints, stepping through the code one line at a
time and tracking the values of variables. Debugging
techniques include the use of stubs, flags and
debugging output statements.
Debugging software tools
The debugging tools, such as breakpoints, stepping
through the code and tracking, enable the
programmer to gain a better understanding of what
the code is doing.
• Breakpoints are markers placed in the code. When
the executing code comes to the marker, it stops.
The programmer can then look in detail at what

the code and variables are doing at the
breakpoint. Also, if the code does not stop at the
breakpoint, this demonstrates that that line of
code was not executed.
• Stepping through the code one line at a time
shows the programmer what is happening as the
code runs.
• Tracking variable values. The values of variables
can be displayed as the code is executed. This
shows the programmer the changing values of
variables during execution of the code, not just
the outputs that are generated from the
program.
Stubs
Stubs are used to check the connection between
modules (subprograms), or to test sections of code,
before all subprograms are finished. A stub can be
used in place of a subprogram when that
subprogram is required to test another section of
code but has not been written yet. Instead of using
the real code of a subprogram, it is replaced by code
that will return dummy data required by the code
that is calling the subprogram.
Software development and programming
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Example 8.8.8 — Stubs

Example 8.8.9 — Flags

The following program has been written to
calculate the surface area of a cylinder. We want to
test the part of the code that contains the formula
for the surface area of a cylinder but the
subprogram CIRC, which calculates the values of
‘area’ and ‘perimeter’, has not been written yet.
Instead of using the required formulas to work out
‘area’ and ‘perimeter’, we can use the subprogram
CIRC to set dummy values for those variables.

The following program should enter and store up
to nine names. In the QBasic code, the flag ‘finish’
will end the loop if its value changes to ‘1’. Its
value changes to ‘1’ when a name ‘xxx’ is entered.
DIM TEAM(1 TO 9) AS STRING
DIM index, finish AS INTEGER
DIM names AS STRING

REM the following program works out the surface area of a
REM cylinder
DECLARE SUB CIRC(radius)

index = 0
WHILE finish = 0 AND index < 9

DIM SHARED area AS SINGLE
DIM SHARED perimeter AS SINGLE
DIM radius AS SINGLE

finish = 0

‘SHARED’ makes
these global variables.

Local variables

DIM length AS SINGLE

index = index + 1

PRINT ‘Enter name of player (xxx to finish)’
INPUT names
IF names = ‘xxx’ THEN

INPUT ‘Please enter the radius of the cylinder’; radius
INPUT ‘Please enter the length of the cylinder’; length

Subprogram

CALL CIRC(radius)

finish = 1

If ‘xxx’ entered, flag ‘finish’
is changed to ‘1’ which ends
the loop.

ELSE
TEAM(index) = names

surfarea = 2 * area + perimeter * length ‘radius’ is a
PRINT ‘The surface area is ’; surfarea
END

parameter that is
passed to the
subprogram CIRC.

Loop stops when
either ‘finish’ = 1 or
‘index’ ≥ 9.

END IF

Else ‘name’ stored in
array TEAM.

WEND

SUB CIRC(radius)
area = 30
perimeter = 10

Dummy data, no calculations

go to technology/on-the-cdrom/chap08/8-8

QBasic file for example 8.8.9 — Flags

END SUB
The completed subprogram CIRC, with correct
formulas, could be:
SUB CIRC(radius)
area = 3.14 * radius * radius
perimeter = 2 * radius * 3.14
END SUB

Flags
Flags are used to check that a section of code has
been processed or an event has occurred. Flag
variables are typically Boolean variables which hold
one of two values (for example, ‘yes’ or ‘no’, ‘1’ or ‘0’,
‘true’ or ‘false’). They are inserted into code at
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required parts of the code; then, if this section of
code is executed, the flag variable changes value.
Flags can also be used as part of the code to end
a loop.

Debugging output statements
Debugging output statements are additional print
statements inserted into the code while debugging
(they are removed after debugging). The statements
help determine which part of the code has executed
and help work out what is happening during
execution of the program, especially what values the
variables are holding.

Example 8.8.10 — Debugging output
statements
Some output statements can be put in the cylinder
program in example 8.8.8 — Stubs on page 230 to
let the user know the values of ‘area’ and
‘perimeter’ before the surface area is calculated.
These statements can be used during
development to check that the program is
performing as expected but can be removed or
converted to comments once the program is
working.
REM the following program works out the surface area of a
REM cylinder
DECLARE SUB CIRC(radius)
DIM SHARED area AS SINGLE
DIM SHARED perimeter AS SINGLE
DIM radius AS SINGLE

INPUT ‘Please enter the radius of the cylinder’; radius
INPUT ‘Please enter the length of the cylinder’; length
CALL CIRC(radius)

Hints for finding syntax errors
• Make sure there is appropriate indenting in the
code. Correct indenting can show up some syntax
errors quickly. It also makes it easier for peers to
pick up errors.
• Make sure that all loops and selection
structures have the correct syntax for the
language; for example, IF THEN ELSE has the
end statement END IF, WHILE has WEND and
subprograms end with END SUB.
• Make sure all keywords are spelt correctly.

Hints for finding logic and run-time errors
Once all syntax errors have been removed, you can
test for logic or run-time errors.
• Use a variety of test data to check that the
correct output occurs.
• Use stubs, flags and debugging output
statements to help test and understand what
the program is doing.
• To find out what the program is doing during
execution, use software debugging tools, such
as stepping through the program one line at a
time and adding breakpoints which allow you to
stop the program at a particular line.
• Check for variable names with small errors in
spelling (for example, ‘surname$’ and
‘surnames$’)
• When a calculation requires division, check that
the program will not need to divide by 0.
• Check that the condition in a loop or selection
structure is correct (for example, should ‘age’ >
18 really be ‘age’ >= 18?).

surfarea = 2 * area + perimeter * length

These two lines are
debugging output
statements. They are
PRINT ‘Perimeter ’; perimeter
used to show that the
PRINT ‘The surface area is ’; surfarea values of the variables
are correct. These lines
END
are removed from the
final version of the
program.
PRINT ‘Area ’; area

area = 3.14 * radius * radius
perimeter = 2 * radius * 3.14
END SUB

can you?

SUB CIRC(radius)

• test programming code using test data to
check for the desired outcome?
• conduct a desk check on a selected
algorithm?
• modify an algorithm to produce the required
output?
• identify and describe errors in a sample of
given code?
• eliminate sources of error to create working
code?
• debug all errors in code using peer
checking, desk checking or software

Software development and programming
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Remember
1. Define the term ‘boundary value’.

7. Define the term ‘stub’ and describe one reason
for using a stub.

2. Outline where boundary values normally occur in
algorithms.

8. Define the term ‘flag’ and describe one example
where you would use a flag.

3. Describe a logical pathway in an algorithm.
4. Discuss the statement ‘It is not always possible
to test all logical pathways in an algorithm’.
5. For each of the following expressions, determine
and list the possible boundary value(s) where
the outcome is different on either side of the
value.

Think
9. During the testing of code, outline why you
would want to know which data a variable holds.
10. The following algorithm should calculate the
pay for an employee for a week. The pay rate
and number of hours they have worked each
day are entered by the user.

(a) voting age
(b) number of passengers in a normal taxi

BEGIN
count = 0

(c) drink–driving alcohol levels
6. Use the following section of algorithm to answer
the questions below.

totalhours = 0
Enter payrate
WHILE count < 7

Enter age

count = count + 1

CASEWHERE age

Enter hours worked

< 15, too young to work

(1)

<= 65, you can work

(2)

OTHERWISE, too old

(3)

END CASE

totalhours = totalhours + hours
END WHILE
pay = payrate * totalhours
DISPLAY pay
END

(a) Identify and list the boundary values.
(b) List the number of pathways through the
algorithm.
(c) Create a set of test data that would test this
algorithm fully.

Conduct a desk check to see if the algorithm is
correct, using the following test data:
• ‘payrate’ = $9.30
• ‘hours’ = 4, 2, 0, 8, 0, 0, 4

VARIABLES
‘count’
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‘totalhours’

‘payrate’

‘pay’

OUTPUT

8.9 Documentation of programming code
Before you start, have you completed the
following unit?
12.6 Social issues — equity, access and control

A large amount of documentation can be
produced during the software development process.
This documentation can help:
• end users to install and use the program
• programmers to develop, maintain and modify
the code.
Each piece of documentation has an intended
purpose and audience (client, end user or
developers) which determine its language, layout
and presentation.

User support documentation

• user manuals. These provide details about the
software, including how much hardware is
needed to run the software and how to use the
software and its features. The user manuals for
many software packages are being incorporated
into the software help menu.
• tutorials. These are presented as self-paced
learning guides and are usually found on a
CD-ROM with the software or on the Internet.
They provide step-by-step instructions on using
the program.

Technical documentation
Technical documentation is created to help the
developers create, maintain and support the
software, now and in the future. Some
documents, such as Gantt charts, are created
simply to support the development process. Other
documents are produced to support future
maintenance and modification of the software
code: for example, technical manuals and internal
documentation.

User support documentation produced for the end
user provides assistance in using the software. The
language in user support documents should be clear,
Internal documentation
with minimal jargon. There is often extensive use of
Internal documentation is contained within the
images, including screen shots. Examples of user
code and makes it easier for programmers to read
support documentation include:
• online help. This is contained
within the program, usually in
documentation accessed through
the help menu and rollover
messages. For example, in
Windows-based software, the [F1]
function key activates help
documentation.
• manufacturer’s website. Many
programs now provide extensive
support on websites, including
tutorials on how to use the
software.
• readme files. These files are found
on the disk with the software.
They provide information on how
to install and run the software.
They can also provide a range of
information to support the use of
the software.
Website support for Dreamweaver software
Software development and programming
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Internal documentation for a sample of JavaScript program
//This is a JavaScript program created June 2004.
//This program is a guessing game.
//A number between 1 and 10 must be guessed.
//The program continues until the correct number is entered
//when the number of guesses taken is displayed.
var number = 0; //variable to count number times to get answer
var MinGuess = 1; //minimum number the random number can be

Comment explaining code

var MaxGuess = 10; //maximum number the random number can be
var randomNumber = Math.round(Math.random()*(MaxGuess-MinGuess))+MinGuess; //store random number
var outputMessage;
var alertMessageStr;

Meaningful variable names

Indenting
function MakeGuess(){
number = number + 1; //Add one to number of guesses
var Guess = parseInt(document.NumberGame.GuessNumber.value); //Get value user entered into the form
if(Guess == randomNumber){ //If Numbers are equal then display alert and winning text
...

and understand the code. It
includes:
• comments to document or
explain the code
• intrinsic documentation,
such as indenting control
structures and choosing
appropriate and meaningful
variable names that indicate
the data they hold.

Writing instructions for users to follow is one of the most difficult writing
tasks. For many reasons, the worst people for this job are programmers
and, unfortunately, user documentation is often written by
programmers. Here are some simple tips for writing user instructions.
• Start each instruction with a verb that clearly tells the user to do
something — for example, ‘Insert the CD-ROM in the CD drive.’,
‘Close all open screen windows.’, ‘Turn the printer on.’
• Use a numbered list when the order of the steps is important. Use a
bulleted list when the order is not important.
• Keep your lists of instructions short with no more than ten points.

Comments in code
Programming languages use
symbols to signify a comment in
code such as:
• REM in QBasic
• // in JavaScript (see the sample
program above)
Comments in code provide
explanations about what the code
does and highlight any points of
interest. Comments could
include any of the following
information:
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• Put all warnings and preliminary steps before the first instruction.
Problems occur if a user discovers halfway through the instructions
that they should have connected the printer before installing the
software.
• Keep the instructions short and simple — don’t try to explain why
each instruction is necessary.
• Don’t use jargon or language that only an IT expert would
understand.
• Be consistent with your descriptions. For example, don’t talk about
‘saving a data file’ in one part of the documentation and ‘writing
data to a disk’ in another part.
• Tell the user when the task is finished.
• Test the instructions by trying them out yourself. Then get someone
who is not an expert to try them.

Event-driven and procedural programming
Most programming languages can be described as either event-driven or procedural. Event-driven languages rely
on specific events to decide which parts of a program to execute. Procedural programs always perform their
tasks in a set order.
Events are often caused by the user’s actions. For example, clicking the mouse causes a mouse event, and
pressing a key on the keyboard causes a keyboard event. Events can also come from other programs and from
hardware devices. Another program can send a message that causes an event, or a signal from the computer’s
internal clock can cause a timing event. Each event executes a subprogram specifically designed for that
particular event. For example, selecting the Exit command from the File menu forces a program to terminate —
but it may first perform some other steps such as asking you to save your work.
In an event-driven system,
the program waits for an
event to occur. It performs
the instructions associated
with the event and then waits
for the next event. The
programmer has no control
Each icon is a set of events waiting to happen.
over the order of these
events. An icon on a toolbar
of a word-processing program is a good example of a set of events (mouse clicking the icon, mouse moving over
the icon, mouse moving off the icon, mouse dragging the icon, etc.) waiting to happen. The user of the word
processor decides which icons they will use.
Get new data entries
In procedural programs the instructions are executed in a
set order. The actions of the user have little control over
Process new data
the order. The program may make different decisions on
which set of instructions to obey next depending on the
data it is processing, but it is not normally affected by the
Load data files
user or events occurring in the computer.
Event-driven languages are also partly procedural —
once an event has occurred, the program follows the
sequence of instructions for that event. When the
instructions have been completed, the program waits for
the next event.

• who created the program and when
• outline of what the program does
• details of any modifications made to the program,
by whom and when
• brief explanation of any subprocesses
• remarks about sections or lines of code which are
important or not straightforward.

Add new data
Save data files
Procedural programs execute instructions in a set order.

Remember
1. Describe the forms that internal documentation
could take.
2. Describe the term ‘intrinsic documentation’.

Think
3. Explain the difference between internal and
intrinsic documentation.
4. Review the internal documentation for programs
you have created or modified.

• create appropriate user support
documentation for code?

5. Outline the different documentation that could
come with a software program.

• apply meaningful variable names and
comments to code?

Investigate
6. Research CASE tools that support the
documentation of program development.

Software development and programming
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8.10 P RO J E C T
— Developing a software solution
Before you start, have you completed the
following units?
8.4 Graphical user interface layout
8.7 Subprograms and data structures
8.8 Testing, error detection and correction
8.9 Documentation of programming code

This unit provides a detailed example of the
software development process, including the steps
taken for developing the solution. It can be used as
a guide for your own project work.

Step 1 Identify the problem
The client is a parent of a teenager asking for a
mobile phone. The client needed to estimate the
cost of owning a mobile phone, using data about the
phone costs and estimated phone usage. The
intended users of the program are prospective
phone owners.
Step 2 Start project planning
The project was planned by producing a Gantt chart
using Microsoft Visio®.
Step 3 Clarify the problem
Before we can start to solve the problem, we need
to clarify exactly what the problem is. More
information about the details of the phone plan
was collected from the client and from written
material about phone charges. This process of
collecting further information is summarised in
the following table.

QUESTIONS

ANSWERS

Is this program to be used for a
particular phone provider and phone
plan, or for all?

The software should be usable for most phone plans.

What are the outputs of this
program?

Total cost of using the phone for a month, for a year and over the length of the
contracted phone plan

What are the various phone
charges?

Phone costs include:

How are the costs for a phone
estimated?

Cost per call is based on an estimated average call length. It is calculated as:
= flag fall + call rate x (call length / call unit).
Cost of phone per month is based on an estimated number of calls and SMS
messages. It is calculated as:
= monthly plan charge + (number of calls x call cost) +
(number of SMS x SMS cost) – deduction for free calls.
Cost of phone over contract is calculated as:
= cost per month x contract length.
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• initial cost to purchase the phone
• monthly plan charge, which often allows a deduction for free calls
• voice call costs, which includes a flag fall (call connection fee) plus call
rates which are based on call units of 30 seconds
• text message (SMS) costs
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Step 4 Develop a problem
statement
The following problem statement
was developed to outline the
problem to be solved.
Problem statement
The aim of this program is to
estimate the cost of particular
mobile phone plans. The
required functions and features
include:
• input all data about phone
charges and costs and
estimated usage
• validate data entered
• buttons to clear data entered
• calculate the costs per month,
per year and over the life of the
phone contract
• display the results to the screen
and print a summary to the
printer
• include keyboard short cuts.
Step 5 Develop a prototype
A prototype of the screen was
created to gain feedback from
the client about the design.
This prototype is shown at
right and includes hand-drawn
modifications suggested by
the client.
Step 6 Create an IPO table
An IPO table was created to
collate information about the
problem. You will find the table
on the CD-ROM.

Step 7 Develop algorithms
The section of the solution which calculates costs is represented by the
following algorithm.
BEGIN CALCULATE
IF CheckData = true THEN
NumberCallUnits = integer part of (CallLength/CallUnit/Size) +1
AverageCallCost = (FlagFall + NumberCallUnits * CostPerUnit)/100
MonthCallCost = AverageCallCost * NumberCalls
MonthSMSCost = NumberSMS * CostPerSMS/100
TotalMonthCost = MonthCallCost + MonthSMSCost + AccessFee – FreeCalls
IF TotalMonthCost < AccessFee THEN
TotalMonthCost = AccessFee
END IF
YearCallCost = MonthCallCost * 12
YearSMSCost = MonthSMSCost * 12
TotalCost = InitialPhoneCost + TotalMonthCost * ContractLength
DISPLAY MonthCallCost, MonthSMSCost, TotalMonthCost
DISPLAY YearCallCost, YearSMSCost
DISPLAY TotalCost
END

Right alignment

Replace with combo box

Monthly
access fee
Groups

Insert ‘Value of
free calls’
Cost per
SMS
seconds
Right
alignment

SMS

• IPO table created for
step 6 Create an IPO table

Add
keyboard
short cuts
Add
‘Average
cost per
call’

go to technology/on-the-cdrom/chap08/8-10

• Gantt chart created for
step 2 Start project
planning

seconds

Total cost over contract
Print
To print summary of details to printer
Interface prototype with changes based on feedback from client

P R O J E C T — Developing a software solution
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Step 8 Check the algorithm
The algorithms were checked using a structured
walk-through.

go to technology/on-the-cdrom/chap08/8-10

Step 9 Produce the solution
Once the design had been finalised, the solution was
coded using Microsoft VisualBasic 6. One of the
subprograms, ‘cmdCalculate_Click’, is shown below.

• Full version of the code for this project
• ‘MobileCalc.exe’ program
• Examples of programming problems

Sample of the code
Private Sub cmdCalculate_Click()
‘This Sub calculates the phone costs and executes when the Calculate button is pressed.
Dim phonecost, numcallunits, avephonecallcost, monthlytext, monthlyphone, monthlytotal, totalcosts As Double
If CheckData = True Then ‘CheckData is a function that returns true if data is valid
numcallunits = Int(Val(txtAveCallLen.Text) / Val(cmbPhoneRateUnits)) + 1
avephonecallcost = (Val(txtFlagCost.Text) + Val(txtPhoneRate.Text) * numcallunits) / 100
monthlyphone = avephonecallcost * Val(txtNumCalls)
monthlytext = Val(txtNumText.Text) * Val(txtTextRate.Text) / 100
monthlytotal = Val(txtAccessFee.Text) + monthlytext + monthlyphone – Val(txtFreeCallsMonth)
If monthlytotal < Val(txtAccessFee.Text) Then
monthlytotal = Val(txtAccessFee.Text)
End If
totalcosts = monthlytotal * Val(txtContractLen) + Val(txtPhonecost)
lblAveCallCost.Caption = Format(avephonecallcost, ‘$0.00’)
lblTotalCallMonth.Caption = Format(monthlyphone, ‘$0.00’)
lblTotalTextMonth.Caption = Format(monthlytext, ‘$0.00’)
lblTotalCostMonth.Caption = Format(monthlytotal, ‘$0.00’)
lblTotalCallYear.Caption = Format(monthlyphone * 12, ‘$0.00’)
lblTotalTextYear.Caption = Format(monthlytext * 12, ‘$0.00’)
lblTotalCostYear.Caption = Format(monthlytotal * 12, ‘$0.00’)
lblTotalCostOwnership.Caption = Format(totalcosts, ‘$0.00’)
End If
End Sub

Step 10 Test the code
The code was tested using the test data shown
on the next page and any necessary modifications
were made.
Step 11 Evaluate the solution
See the Practical skills activity on the next page
for practice in evaluating solutions.
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Interface of finalised program

Sample test data
INPUT (PHONE PLAN — TELSTRA HYUNDAI TX60B)

EXPECTED OUTPUT

Phone cost

$0 for handset

Call cost

Contract

$20 per month for 24 months

Call cost/month

$130.20

Free calls

$10 per month

SMS cost/month

$22.50

Call rate

48c per 30-second block or part
thereof

Total cost/month

$162.70

Flag fall

25c per call

Call cost/year

$1562.40

SMS rate

25c per message

SMS cost/year

$270.00

Total cost/year

$1952.40

Total cost of phone

$3904.80

Estimated use per month:
60 calls of average length 100 seconds
90 SMS

$2.17

Testing the code
Use the sample test data provided in the table
above to check the programming code.

Evaluating the solution
1. Open and run the program ‘MobileCalc.exe’
from the CD-ROM.
2. Evaluate the solution.
3. Make recommendations for how the program
could be modified.

This project followed the development process
— design, produce and evaluate (see chapter 9).
Steps 1 to 4:

Defining and analysing the need

Steps 5 to 8:

Designing the solution

Steps 9 to 10: Producing the solution
Step 11:

Evaluating the solution

• design, produce and evaluate a simple
project for a real-world application either
separately for this option, or integrated
with other options?
• write code to solve a real-world problem?

Challenge
Identify a real-world problem and develop a
software solution using this sample project as a
guide. See the CD-ROM for project ideas.

P R O J E C T — Developing a software solution
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